Sensitivity analysis for simulation-based decision making: Application to a hospital emergency service design
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

An increasing concern of decision makers when dealing with system design is preparation for a wide range of potentially uncertain operating conditions. This paper provides a novel multiobjective approach for simulation-driven decision making that accounts for not only the conventional average system performance indices, but also (i) upper-tail, or extreme, values of these indices, and (ii) measures of their sensitivity to uncertainty in model parameters. The proposed approach is applied to a hospital emergency department service design case study wherein different design alternatives are compared using total time-in-system performance metric under multiple uncertain operating conditions.
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1. Introduction

One of the challenges encountered most by decision makers and system designers in government and industry is the capacity to face wide range of operating conditions. Recent malevolent man-made events, accidents, and natural disasters have increased this concern and highlighted the need to prepare for extreme event scenarios. Structural engineers and designers frequently use safety factors to ensure that a structure can withstand a range of operating conditions. Similar considerations should be made by designers of human-driven processes and systems.

Our understanding of the effective operation of a system requires an understanding of the uncertainty affecting the system. Such uncertainty could originate from the system’s operating environment (i.e., uncertainty resulting from the stochastic nature of the system) or from the developed model to understand and interpret the behavior of the system (i.e., uncertainty resulting from model structure and parameters), among others. When a system model is simulated, subsequent decisions made based on the simulation results are only as good as one’s ability to understand and account for this uncertainty. Even our ability to represent uncertainty through probability distributions suffer when the parameters describing those distributions are inaccurate, either through their elicitation, their underlying field data, or their ability to describe a complex system \cite{6,10,32}. One approach to addressing uncertainty is through sensitivity analysis \cite{24,38}. Understanding the sensitivity of decisions to underlying uncertainties in the system can improve the decision making process in a number of areas, including \cite{33}: understanding the robustness of an optimal solution, identifying sensitive or important factors,
investigating sub-optimal solutions, developing flexible recommendations based on certain scenarios, comparing simple and complex strategies, and assessing the “riskiness” of a strategy, among others. Sensitivity analysis is especially important in simulation-based decision making, as underlying uncertainty may skew simulation results. An example of such simulation-based decision making of interest in this paper is the simulation-driven comparison of design alternatives. In this context, several approaches have been reviewed by Bechhofer et al. [7], Goldsman and Nelson [20], and Kim and Nelson [23].

With respect to the comparison of alternatives in more extreme operating environments, Fishman [18] discusses methods for analyzing simulation-driven metrics such as mean occurrence for average situations and exceedence probabilities for extreme cases. This paper provides a novel multiobjective approach for simulation-driven decision making that considers, not only the conventional average time-in-system performance metric, but also: (i) upper-tail (extreme) values of time-in-system, and (ii) measures of sensitivity to uncertainty in model parameters. The proposed approach integrates the Partitioned Multiobjective Risk Method (PMRM) [4] and the Uncertainty Sensitivity Index Method (USIM) [21, 29] with a discrete-event simulation model. For the purposes of our discussion, multiobjective optimization problems (MOPs) can be grouped into two types: (i) deterministic multiobjective optimization problems (DMOPs), where constraints and/or objective functions can be structured and described analytically, and (ii) simulation-based multiobjective optimization problems (SMOPs), known also as black-box simulation multiobjective optimization problem, where an analytical representation of the constraints and/or objective functions is not available, or very complex to obtain. This paper contribution is to SMOPs, where the comparison of several candidate designs is performed based on metrics obtained using discrete event simulation. DMOPs use deterministic formulations of objective functions to be optimized. Thus, different computational methods such as mathematical programming, weighted sum techniques (which converts the MOP into a single objective optimization problem by using a convex combination of objectives), evolutionary algorithms, or any combination of these methods can be used to solve the problem. Conversely, only little work has been devoted to SMOP. A method for approximating the Pareto frontier of an SMOP is proposed in [36]. The method iteratively approximates each objective function using a meta-modeling scheme and employs a weighted sum method to convert the SMOP into a set of single objective optimization problems. The major limitation of the proposed method is that it assumes deterministic simulation outputs. Caricato et al. [9] propose a SMOP formulation to solve a system configuration problem in a hybrid flow shop system. Both discrete-event simulation and mathematical programming tools are used to solve the problem. Thus, the stochastic nature of the problem is preserved at the difference with the approach proposed in [36]. Pareto-dominance concepts are used to eliminate inefficient solutions. As discussed in [9], most SMOP formulations found in literature are aimed toward the maximization or minimization of the expected value of the considered objective functions. The main referred techniques that have been used are statistical procedures, meta-heuristics, stochastic optimization, and other techniques which include ordinal and sample path optimization. When considering sensitivity in the optimization problem formulation, only few approaches have been previously discussed in [12, 27, 30, 40], including a robust multiobjective simulation optimization approach which borrows from Taguchi’s philosophy of uncertainty to address uncertainty in the parameters of the optimization problem [14]. Arsham [3] discussed the application of conventional sensitivity estimation methods with respect to decision and system parameters variability when using discrete event simulation. Several algorithms for obtaining sensitivity information on discrete event system via simulation using finite difference, simultaneous perturbation, perturbation analysis, likelihood ratio, score function, and harmonic analysis methods where discussed. Kleijnen and Rubinstein [25] combine the score function method with classic experimental design for sensitivity analysis, and optimization of discrete-event systems.

Contrary to most SMOP approaches (reviewed in the literature of Ref. [9]), the systematic methodology proposed here allows for tradeoffs among simulation-driven objectives and the sensitivity of those objectives to uncertainty, accounting for both, average and extreme operating conditions. This methodology is not aimed only toward optimization of the expected value but also considers sensitivity metrics based on the combination of risk theory methods with discrete event stochastic simulation, and not deterministic simulation as proposed in [36]. The development of this type of approach was previously recommended in [28], where non-expected value design analysis and risk assessment methods, were proved to be more appropriate means of informing healthcare decisions. Most SMOP applications refereed in literature belong to manufacturing and technical design areas, whereas only few applications in the field of healthcare design were available. In [34], an axiomatic framework is used to analyze the design of a triage system for healthcare emergency departments (EDs). The multiobjective problem was simplified by the introduction of a new design parameter to break the coupling between patient flow and treatment urgency criteria. An improved design is suggested based on a new triage index based on the estimated value of the patient’s time in ED. The design is tested using discrete event simulation model of an existing ED. In [1], a computer program is combined with optimization to determine the optimal number of staff required to maximize patient throughput and to reduce patient time in a hospital under budget restriction constraints, with the best solution being selected among feasible generated alternatives using a random walk based search procedure. In [39], a discrete event simulation model of a family practice healthcare clinic was developed, with generated input data fed into a fractional factorial design to determine input factors (number of physician, nurses, medical assistants, check-in rooms, examination rooms, and specialty rooms) which significantly affect overall clinic effectiveness. The approach proposed in this paper is applied to a hospital emergency department (ED) service design case study. The US Department of Homeland Security considers healthcare systems to be among its “critical infrastructure” [15], likewise with many other countries. The efficient operation of hospitals, particularly during emergency situations, is vital to the sustainment of public health and safety and has been the focus of several studies [19, 31, 42]. In particular, a hospital ED is one such system whose service design should incorporate a potentially uncertain and wide range of operating conditions. The case study will measure the sensitivity of average and upper-tail
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